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 SPECIAL SUBJECTS
 
graphical publications, List of geographical periodicals
and regional bibliographies
The following periodicals, though not
devoted exclusively to the bibliography of
their subject, contain important current
bibliographies
La Geographic, tene-air-mer. revue
mensuelle pubhee par la Societe de ge-
ographic et la Societe d'editions geogra-
phiques, mantimes et colomales v 1-62,
1900-1934 Pans, Masson, 1900-34 * v 1-
62 25cm	9105
Sub-title vanes
Petermanns   mitteilungen   aus	Justus
Perthes' geographischer anstalt	. 1855-
1934   Gotha, Perthes [1855-34]*	v,l-SO
28cm v 80, M33	910 5
Selected bibliographies, as well as many
maps and useful reference data, aie given
in The new world, problems in political
geography, by Isaiah Bowman (Yonkers,
NY, World book co, 1928, 803p )
GAZETTEERS
The gazetteer, or dictionary of places, is
an inteiestmg type of leference book in
which the most recently revised work and
the old work are of almost equal value,
although for different questions If the
question calls for current information about
a place—its present population, importance,
industries, its political affiliations, i e, the
county, state, province, nation, within which
it is located—only the most recent woiks
in the field will serve, and the older woiks
may be almost worthless or even mislead-
ing. General gazetteers published before
the world war, foi example, may connect a
city or town with a country to which It no
longer belongs, and most of the general
gazetteers are now badly in need of revi-
sion on just this point On the other hand,
the old gazetteer is often very useful foi
historical information, for place-names that
have since changed, for bits of local his-
tory that it is difficult to find elsewhere,
etc. An old gazetteer which indicates the
industries that flourished in a town a cen-
tury ago may be a source for the economic
or social history of the place, and, if the
 relative importance of the place has de-
clined, may treat it at greater length than
the more modem work can afford to do
For countries for which no good older
gazetteer is available an old encyclopedia
will sometimes serve this same puipose
The eighteenth century German encyclo-
pedia by Zedler (described under Encyclo-
pedias) is often useful foi place-names not
included in modern refeience books
GENERAL
Lippincott's new gazetteer; a complete
pionouncing gazetteer or geogiaphical
dictionary of the woild ed by Angelo
Heilprm and Louis Heilprm Phila &
Lond, Lippmcott, 1906 2053p 28cm
9103
1931 issua, with conspectus of the 15th < ensus, $12, 60s
Includes in one alphabet names of cities, towns, rivers,
mountains, lakes and other geogiaphical features, and
gives for each the pi enunciation of its name, informa-
tion about othei n unes by which the plate was known,
location, altitude, etc , and, in the ca^e of towns, popu-
lation figures, and brief information about local mdus-
tiics, finances, history, educational and other institu-
tions, etc Entry is under the present foim of the place
name (m English), with cross references from ancient,
medieval or other eaily and foreign forms
This work is usually sufficient for ordinary gazetteer
questions for which up-to-date, 01 post-war, informa-
tion is not required For out-of-the-way places omitted
here, or for fuller mfoimation, the large foreign works
or the special Irxal giaetteers must often be consulted
1st ed , 1855 The latest revision is the 1006 ed de-
scribed above, and is now out of date for all places
affected by the European war The 1911 ed is a repnnt
of the 1900, with the addition of a supplement, p 2055-
2105, entitled "Conspectus of the 13th census of the
United States" which grves 1910 population figures for
American states, counties, cities, towns, villages, etc
The 1922 ed is also a repnnt of the 1900, with a similar
conspectus which gives both the 1910 and the 1920
figures
Chisholm, George Goudie Longmans'
gazetteer of the world. New impression
(1899) Lond, Longmans, 1902 1788p
28cm 42s.	9103
First published 1895, re-issued by 'The Times," 1899,
re-issued by Longmans, July 1002
Chambers's   concise   gazetteer   of   the
world, pronouncing, topographical, sta-
tistical, historical, ed  by David Patrick
assisted by William Geddie New ed , rev.
Lond, Chambers, 1914   768p   21cm

